
                  

Si(OH)4 + H3O+ + ∆E → Si(OH)3(H2O)+ + H2O

without hydration ∆E = –18.8
with hydration ∆E =   +7.4

Si2O(OH)6 + H3O+ + ∆E → Si2OH(OH)6
+ + H2O

without hydration ∆E = –22.3
with hydration ∆E = +12.9

Protonated species formation

Si(OH)4 + Si(OH)3(H2O)+ + ∆E → Si2OH(OH)6
+ + H2O

without hydration ∆E = –6.3
with hydration ∆E = +5.1

Protonated species reactions

Silica condensation reaction: an ab initio study
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Ab initio techniques are used to investigate the mechanisms
and energetics of condensation of two Si(OH)4 monomers in
a simulated hydrated environment; the calculated activation
energies accord well with those measured for silica con-
densation in sol–gel systems.

The kinetics of the silica-based condensation reaction have been
widely investigated, using a variety of spectroscopies and
scattering techniques.1 Silicate clusters in solution have also
been identified2,3 using NMR and gas chromatographic tech-
niques. However, because of the multitude of simultaneous
reactions in solution, it is difficult to extract information about
individual events using only experimental data.

The chemistry of silica has also been studied extensively
using theoretical techniques.4 A simple mechanism for the silica
hydrolysis reaction was suggested,5 with an activation energy of
21.9 kcal mol21, close to the experimental energy barrier for
silicate and quartz dissolution. All these calculations were
carried out in the gas phase, ignoring hydration effects.
Moreover, no systematic ab initio studies of the silica
condensation reaction have been reported to date, even for gas
phase systems.

We have therefore studied the simplest condensation reac-
tion, 2Si(OH)4? Si2O(OH)6 + H2O, using DF theory coupled
with a continuum dielectric model, COSMO,6,7 to describe the
electrostatic conditions found in real silica solutions. This
conductor-like screening model is a continuum dielectric
model, where a solute molecule is embedded in a dielectric
continuum of permittivity e. The interface between the cavity
formed by the solute and the dielectric, the solvent accessible
surface, has thus a surface charge distribution, arising from the
polarisation of the dielectric medium in response to the charge
distribution of the solute. The COSMO model calculates the
screening charges in a conductor (e = H), for arbitrarily shaped
cavities, using a non-iterative procedure, and then the dielectric
screening energy and its gradient are scaled by (e 2 1)/(e + 1

2),
to take into account the effect of the dielectric.

All calculations used the DMOL code8 with the local BLYP
functional9,10 and a DNP double numerical basis set.11 All
atomic arrangements were first optimised in vacuo and
subsequently recalculated including hydration effects, as a
single energy point, without reoptimisation. We considered
mechanisms effected by acid catalysis (corresponding to pH <
3) as in most experimental work.12,13 A methanol environment
was chosen for the COSMO calculations, to fit better the
electrostatic conditions found in real sol–gel solutions, where
the alcohol is usually the main component. Typical composi-
tions are water/alkoxide = 2–4 and alcohol/alkoxide = 4–10.

Acid catalysed condensation reactions are effected by the
attack of a neutral monomer on a protonated monomer resulting
in a protonated dimer and a water molecule; Si(OH)4H+ and
Si2OH(OH)6

+ are therefore key species in the condensation
reaction. The protonation energy for both clusters, presented in
Table 1, shows that this process is exothermic in the gas phase
and endothermic in the methanol environment. In addition, we
find that it is more energetically favourable to protonate the
cluster rather than the monomer. In gas phase calculations, the
key factor is always the additional charge, which may generally

be delocalised more effectively in larger systems; consequently,
the side of the equilibrium where the charge is hosted by a larger
species tends to have a lower energy. In the solvated medium,
simulated by the COSMO methodology, this charge stabilisa-
tion effect is drastically reduced: it now requires more energy to
protonate the Si2O(OH)2 dimer than the Si(OH)4 monomer. As
the electron-withdrawing effect of OSi groups is greater than
that of OH groups,1 the bridging O in Si2O(OH)6 is less basic
than the four terminal O in Si(OH)4. The general implication of
this effect is that in acid conditions, larger neutral species attack
the smaller, protonated monomers, as observed.12

The energy for the condensation reaction, from the proto-
nated reactants to the protonated products, is presented in Table
2. The results for the reaction in the gas phase are again
dominated by the effects of charge distribution. The energy of
the condensation reaction is negative, because the dimer is
larger than the monomer. In the solvated environment, where
these charge effects are relatively unimportant, the reaction is
endothermic, essentially because the products have groups that
are more electron withdrawing than those of the reactants. The
results for the calculations with a solvated environment agree
with the trends predicted experimentally for these clusters in
solution.12

We now study two detailed mechanisms of condensation: the
SN2 attack (illustrated in Fig. 1) in which the attack occurs from
the opposite side to the leaving group and the lateral attack (Fig.
2) in which the attack occurs sideways. To ensure that the
energy surface for the reaction was adequately searched we
performed, in each case, two sets of calculations. In the first, we
started from the reactants, with the protonated monomer having
its equilibrium Si–O+ distance of 1.88 Å. During the course of
the reaction, the distance, d, between the oxygen of the attacking
monomer and the Si of the protonated monomer was reduced in
a succession of steps from ca. 8 Å to the equilibrium value (for
the protonated dimer) of 1.83 Å; at each step along the path, d
was held fixed and all other parameters were optimised. In the
second set of calculations, we started from the products, with
the protonated dimer having its equilibrium O+–Si distance of
1.83 Å. We successively decreased the distance, dA, between the
oxygen of the leaving water molecule and the Si of the

Table 1 Formation energies, in vacuo and methanol environments

Table 2 Condensation energy, in vacuo and methanol environments
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Si(OH)4 condensation

Reaction coordinate

E = 0.0

E = 7.4

E = 9.9
E = 9.3

E = 4.0

E = –0.4

E = 18.7

E = 12.5

E = 24.7

Si(OH)4 + Si(OH)4

Si(OH)4 –Si(OH)3 –H2O+

Si(OH)3(H2O)+

+ Si(OH)4 + H2O

+ H3O+
Si2O(OH)6

+ H2O + H3O+

Si2OH(OH)6
+

+ H2O + H2O
SN2

Lateral

Activation energy
E * = 11.3 (SN2)

Activation energy
E * = 17.3 (Lateral)

protonated dimer, from a value of ca. 8 Å to the equilibrium
value (for the protonated monomer) of 1.88 Å. Again dA was
fixed in the individual calculations, with all other parameters
being optimised. The two sets of calculations, denoted ‘before’
and ‘after’, result in similar energy profiles in the intermediate
region where they overlap. We note that this step-by-step
analysis gives valuable information about the evolution of the
charge distribution, which is fundamental in understanding the
full transformation from the reactants to the products.

The SN2 and lateral attack reaction paths, optimised in the gas
phase, are very different. While the SN2 path is composed of
two almost straight lines, suggesting a negligible activation
energy, the lateral attack path exhibits a small energy barrier.

In the solvated environment, simulated by the COSMO
methodology, the energy evolution along the SN2 reaction path
shows first a small energy barrier of 2.5 kcal mol21 before
decreasing to a five-silicon intermediate, which is 3.4 kcal
mol21 more stable than the reactants, with O–Si 1.91 Å and Si–
O 1.98 Å. A second energy barrier of 11.3 kcal mol21, the
largest in the whole reaction process, occurs later, when the Si–
O distance is already 4.08 Å.

In the lateral attack mechanism in the solvated environment,
after the first 2.5 kcal mol21 energy barrier, a five-coordinate
silicon intermediate occurs at O–Si 2.83 Å and Si–O 1.86 (1.9
kcal mol21 less stable than the other reactants). As in the gas
phase, a pronounced peak occurs at Si–O 2.48 Å, forming the
largest energy barrier in the overall mechanism: 17.3 kcal
mol21 (6 kcal mol21 larger than in the SN2 mechanism). The
SN2 mechanism seems therefore to be an easier route for the
conversion of the reactants into the products. However, as the
study for the lateral attack shows, several other mechanisms that

are energetically and statistically less favourable, should still be
possible and may occur simultaneously in the solution.

The global energy evolution from the neutral reactants to the
neutral products is depicted in Fig. 3. The difference in energy
between reactants and products is small: only 20.4 kcal mol21.
On fully optimising both reactants and products in the COSMO
environment, this difference increases to 23.2 kcal mol21,
which is still relatively small. Most significant, however, is the
fact that our calculated activation energies are within the range
of those measured experimentally for silica condensation
reactions in sol–gel systems, in the range 12–15 kcal mol21.14,15

We may be confident therefore that we have identified the main
mechanisms for this crucially important process. Further
calculations will explore stabilities and condensation mecha-
nisms for larger clusters.
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Fig. 1 SN2 mechanism for the condensation reaction Si(OH)4 + Si(OH)4H+

? Si2OH(OH)6
+ + H2O. The y axis represents the oxygen–silicon distance,

(O–Si), between the attacking monomer and the protonated monomer; the x
axis represents the silicon–oxygen distance, (Si–O), between the protonated
dimer and the departing water molecule.

Fig. 2 Lateral attack mechanism for the condensation reaction Si(OH)4 +
Si(OH)4H+? Si2O(OH)6H+ + H2O. The x and y axes are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 Energy evolution (kcal mol21) during the Si(OH)4 condensation
reaction, for both SN2 and lateral attack mechanisms
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